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Web Application Classification Overview
In addition to identifying the category of a URL, theWebPulse cloud service is able to inspect a URL and identify
the type of web application and operation. PacketShaper can then use this information to classify the traffic into
classes based on theweb app or operation. By using theWebPulse cloud service, PacketShaper can expand its
classification capabilities to include over 100 web applications, such as Facebook, Gmail, LinkedIn, Twitter, and
Flickr and almost 20 different web operations (such as Download Attachment, Play Video, and Send Email). Thus,
you can create the following types of classes:

n A specific web application for any operation (Service=Facebook, Operation=any)

n A specific operation for any web application (Operation=Upload Pictures, Service=any)

n A specific web application for a specific operation (Service=Facebook, Operation=Upload Pictures)

To see current lists of the supported web applications and operations, go to:

http://sitereview.bluecoat.com/applications.jsp
http://sitereview.bluecoat.com/operations.jsp

If traffic discovery is turned on andWebPulse is enabled, PacketShaper will automatically discover web
applications, just as it discovers other services. Theweb application classes appear in the traffic tree, mixed in
with other service-based classes. Operations are not auto-discovered; these classesmust bemanually created.

As you can with any type of class, you can use PacketShaper’s control capabilities to assign policies based on the
application or operation. For example, you can create a policy to block the playing of Netflix or YouTube
streaming videos.

The following steps and illustration describe PacketShaper's process for identifying web applications and
operations of URLs.
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1. When a user requests
a web page,
PacketShaper first
looks in its in-memory
URL cache to see if it
has already identified
theURL. If it finds the
URL in the cache, it
jumps to step 4. If
not, it proceeds to
step 2.

2. PacketShaper sends
theURL to WebPulse,
a cloud-based service
provided by Symantec
that (a) receives web
application/operation
identification requests
and (b) responds with
the IDs of the
application and
operation associated
with theURL.

3. This URL and its web
application and
operation IDs are then
stored in the cache in
the PacketShaper
systemmemory.

4. PacketShaper looks in
theWebPulsemap file
for the service name
associated with the
URL’s application ID. It
also looks up the
operation ID to
determine the action
type.

5. PacketShaper
classifies the traffic
into the appropriate
class, and applies any
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policy that might be
assigned to the class.

Note: In addition to theweb application and operation for a URL, WebPulse looks
up theURL category. SeeWebPulseOverview for a description of the complete
process.

WebPulse Express
WithWebPulse Express, the URL database is stored locally (available on the PS-S500 appliance only). The
following steps and illustration describe the process for identifying web applications and operations of URLs
when theURL database is on box.
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1. When a user requests
a web page,
PacketShaper first
looks in its on-box
URL database for the
URL.

2. If it finds theURL in
the database, it jumps
to step 4. If not, it
proceeds to step 3.

3. PacketShaper looks in
its in-memory URL
caches to see if it has
already identified the
URL. If it finds the
URL in the cache, it
proceeds to step 4. If
not, PacketShaper
sends theURL to the
WebPulse cloud to
identify theweb
application and
operation associated
with theURL. The
URL and its IDs for
web app and
operation are stored
in theURL cache in
the PacketShaper
systemmemory.

4. PacketShaper looks in
theWebPulsemap file
for the service name
associated with the
URL’s application ID.
It also looks up the
operation ID to
determine the action
type.

5. PacketShaper
classifies the traffic
into the appropriate
class, and applies any
policy that might be
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assigned to the class.

URL Cache
AfterWebPulse has looked up theweb application and operation IDs for a URL, PacketShaper stores the results
in theURL cache in its systemmemory. Since serving from the cache is faster andmore efficient than querying
WebPulse, PacketShaper will always check the cache first before sending a query to WebPulse. WebPulse
provides a “time to live” (TTL) for each URL response. The PacketShaper scales this TTL by amultiple of seven to
improve its cache efficiency. For instance, if theWebPulse service returns a TTL of one day for a particular URL,
the PacketShaper will cache that URL and its associated web application and operation IDs for seven days.

Themaximum cache size and number of entries in the cache varies by PacketShapermodel. See Configuration
Limits in PacketGuide.

TheURL cache is stored in systemmemory, so the contents will be removed if the PacketShaper is reset or loses
power. To preserve the cache contents, PacketShaper automatically backs up the cache to the
9.1026/urlcat/cache/ folder every 24 hours (replacing the previous backup). After a PacketShaper reboot, the
most recent cache backup is automatically copied into systemmemory.

Legacy Built-In Web Applications
Previous versions of PacketShaper contained built-in services to classify a number of web applications, such as
Facebook, YouTube, andWebEx. Starting in v9.2, these built-in web application services are replaced by those
that WebPulse can identify whenWebPulse is enabled. In addition, some of theseweb apps now have enhanced
classification so that they can be further sub-classified into Operations (for example, Facebook/Upload_
Pictures).

If you turnWebPulse off, PacketShaper returns to using the legacy built-in web application services for
classification, as it had done in previous versions.

Feature Requirements
Theweb application classification feature has the following requirements:

n WebPulsemust be enabled on the PacketShaper.

n PacketShapermust have access to the Internet.

n WebPulse Express requires a PS-S500 withmore than 32 GB of RAM and aWebPulse Express
subscription.

Feature Limitations
Theweb application/operation classification feature has the following limitations:
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n Because the PacketShaper gives higher priority to flow delivery than to classification, it will never hold up
flows to wait for a response fromWebPulse. Therefore, the first few packets of a flowmay get classified
into aweb or default class until WebPulse sends theweb application/operation IDs to the PacketShaper.

n Packet processing takes precedence over web application identification. If the PacketShaper is under load,
URL queriesmay get queued, and some requestsmay be dropped.

n Behavior for asymmetrically applied redirect policies is non-deterministic for web-application classes since
this identification is done out of path. Therefore, when applying never-admit policies with the redirect
option, be sure to apply the policy to theweb application classes in both directions (Inbound and
Outbound).

n Web operation classification is not supported for application traffic that is encrypted by SSL.
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WebPulse Overview
Symantec products such as PacketShaper are able to send URLs to theWebPulse cloud service or an on-box
URL database so that it can identify the URL category (social networking, gambling, pornography, newsmedia,
shopping, etc.), web application (such as Facebook, Gmail, LinkedIn, Twitter, and Flickr), and operation (such as
Download Attachment, Play Video, and Send Email). PacketShaper can then use this information to classify the
traffic into classes based on theURL category, web application, or operation. By usingWebPulse, PacketShaper
can expand its classification capabilities to include over 85 categories, 170 web applications, and 20 different
web operations.

WebPulse contains a database of over 15 million entries and is growing every day. It provides URL identification
to the PacketShaper via requests to WebPulse service points located across the globe. Each service point is
periodically pinged in order to ensure that category, application, and operation IDs are provided from the fastest
service point.

The following steps and illustration describe PacketShaper's process for identifying categories, web applications,
and web operations of URLs.
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1. When a user requests
a web page,
PacketShaper first
looks in its in-memory
URL caches to see if it
has already identified
theURL. If it finds the
URL in the cache, it
jumps to step 4. If not,
it proceeds to step 2.

2. PacketShaper sends
theURL to WebPulse
to identify the
category, web
application, and
operation associated
with theURL.

3. TheURL and its IDs for
category, web app, and
operation are stored in
theURL cache in the
PacketShaper system
memory.

4. PacketShaper looks in
theWebPulsemap
files for further
information. For
example, the category
map file contains the
category name
associated with the
URL's category ID.

5. PacketShaper classifies
the traffic into the
appropriate class, and
applies any policy that
might be assigned to
the class.
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WebPulse Express

Caution: This feature is available only on PS-S500 appliances with 64GB of
memory. See setup webpulse express.

WithWebPulse Express, the URL database is stored locally (available on the PS-S500 appliance only). The
following steps and illustration describe the process for identifying categories, web applications, and operations
of URLs when theURL database is on box.
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1. When a user requests
a web page,
PacketShaper first
looks in its on-box
URL database for the
URL.

2. If it finds theURL in
the database, it
jumps to step 4. If
not, it proceeds to
step 3.

3. PacketShaper looks in
its in-memory URL
caches to see if it has
already identified the
URL. If it finds the
URL in the cache, it
proceeds to step 4. If
not, PacketShaper
sends theURL to the
WebPulse cloud to
identify the category,
web application, and
operation associated
with theURL. The
URL and its IDs for
category, web app,
and operation are
stored in theURL
cache in the
PacketShaper system
memory.

4. PacketShaper looks in
theWebPulsemap
files for further
information. For
example, the
category map file
contains the category
name associated with
theURL’s category
ID.

5. PacketShaper
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classifies the traffic
into the appropriate
class, and applies any
policy that might be
assigned to the class.

URL Cache
AfterWebPulse has looked up aURL in its database in the cloud, PacketShaper stores the results in a URL cache
in its systemmemory. TheURL and its category, web application, and operation IDs are stored in this cache.
Since serving from the cache is faster andmore efficient than queryingWebPulse, PacketShaper will always check
the cache first before sending a query to WebPulse. WebPulse provides a “time to live” (TTL) for each URL
response. The PacketShaper scales this TTL by amultiple of seven to improve its cache efficiency. For instance, if
theWebPulse service returns a TTL of one day for a particular URL, the PacketShaper will cache that URL and its
associated IDs for seven days.

Themaximum cache size and number of entries in the cache varies by PacketShapermodel. SeeConfiguration
Limits in PacketGuide.

TheURL cache is stored in systemmemory, so the contents will be removed if the PacketShaper is reset or loses
power. To preserve the cache contents, PacketShaper automatically backs up the cache to the
9.1026/urlcat/cache/ folder every 24 hours (replacing the previous backup). After a PacketShaper reboot, the
most recent URL cache backup is automatically copied into systemmemory.

If WebPulse is disabled, PacketShaper does not look up URLs in theWebPulse cloud or in theURL cache.

WithWebPulse Express, the cache is used only if a URL is not in the on-box database and theURL needs to be
looked up in theWebPulse cloud.

Monitoring WebPulse-Related Traffic
If you want to monitor or control WebPulse query traffic, you can create a class based on theWebPulse service.
There are two ways to do this:

n Manually create aWebPulse child class of the Localhost classes.

or

n Turn on class discovery for the Localhost classes. (Localhost represents PacketShapermanagement
traffic.)
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Note: If there are other Symantec products on your network that are using the
WebPulse service (such as ProxySG or ProxyClient), theseWebPulse queries are
classified into aWebPulse class at the root (not Localhost). The Localhost/WebPulse
class classifies only PacketShaper queries to WebPulse.

WebPulse Deployment Requirements
WebPulse has the following deployment requirements:

n The PacketShapermust have Internet access to connect to theWebPulse service.

n ADNS servermust be configured on the PacketShaper.

n If you want to secure access to the outside interface, do not use the secure option becauseWebPulse
requires access to a number of outsideweb servers. Instead, use the list security option and add the IP
addresses of the following servers to the exception list:

o WebPulse service points (Use the setup webpulse show service CLI command to see the IP
addresses of the servers; add the one or two fastest servers.)

o See "PacketShaper Port and URL Usage " on the next page for a list of other URLs to add to the
exception list.

Note: To find the IP address associated with each of these servers, use the
nslookup command (such as thedns lookup CLI command).

n WebPulse Express requires a PS-S500 with 64 GB of RAM and aWebPulse Express subscription.
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PacketShaper Port and URL Usage
PacketShaper uses the following ports while operating. Ensure that your firewall allows these ports.

See also: Required Ports, Protocols, and Services for Other Symantec Enterprise Security Products

Inbound Connections to PacketShaper

Whether for administrative access, or to accept incoming data to bemanaged, this table details the connection
points that are open on PacketShaper.

Service Port Protocol Configurable? Source Description

HTTPS 443 TCP no user's client Secure web service for PacketShaper Sky and
Advanced UI

NTP 123 UDP yes time server Synchronize with time servers

Secure Shell
(SSH)

22 TCP no user's client Securely manage and configure PacketShaper with a
command line interface.

SFTP 2222 TCP no user's SFTP
client

Secure file transfers to PacketShaper

SNMP 161 UDP no SNMP
analysis tools

Listen for queries from remote SNMP analysis tools
(if SNMP is enabled).

Standby 2014 TCP no standby
partner

Standby partner communication

Outbound Connections from PacketShaper

PacketShaper connects to the services listed below. Note that many of these services are optional, and the ports
don't need to be open on the firewall unless they are being used.

Service Port
Protocol

Configurable? Destination Function

BCAAA 16101 TCP yes BCAAA server
on Active
Directory

Look up user names and groups on Blue Coat
Authentication and Authorization Agent server.

DNS 53 TCP/UDP no DNS server Perform domain name resolution for URLs in data
sent to PacketShaper for scanning, and to resolve
Internet addresses the appliance connects to.

FDR 9800 UDP yes FDR collector Send flow detail records to FDR collector
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Service Port
Protocol

Configurable? Destination Function

Web Proxy user
defined

yes Web proxy
server

All PacketShaper features that access external
servers on the Internet will go through the proxy
server. This server handles WebPulse requests,
category map downloads, heartbeat emissions,
support status updates, and image updates.

PolicyCenter user
defined

TCP yes PolicyCenter
appliance

Share configuration with PolicyCenter appliance.

RADIUS
Authentication

1812 TCP/UDP yes RADIUS
authentication
server

Communicate with RADIUS servers to
authenticate PacketShaper administrators

RADIUS
Accounting

1813 TCP/UDP yes RADIUS
accounting
server

Communicate with RADIUS accounting servers to
have an audit trail for user logins.

SFTP 2222 TCP no SFTP client Secure file transfers from PacketShaper

SMTP 25 TCP yes Mail server Send email notifications.

SNMP 162 UDP yes
(SNMPv3)

Trap receiver Send SNMP traps.

Syslog 514 UDP yes Syslog server Report appliance health and statistical data to a
syslog server.

TACACS 49 TCP/UDP yes TACACS+
server

Communicate with TACACS+ servers to
authenticate PacketShaper administrators and/or
produce an audit trail for user logins.

Required URLs

Ensure connectivity to the following URLs, used by PacketShaper features.

URL Protocol Port Description

bto.bluecoat.com https/TCP 443 Support links to software, support cases and documentations

subscription.es.bluecoat.com https/TCP 443 Symantec licensing

sp.cwfservice.net https/TCP 443 WebPulse update server

sitereview.bluecoat.com https/TCP 443 WebPulse map update server

hb.bluecoat.com https/TCP 443 Symantec heartbeat server

cda.bluecoat.com https/TCP 443 Traffic information reporting server

updates.bluecoat.com https/TCP 443 Support update server
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URL Protocol Port Description

time.nist.gov* UDP 123 NTP server (primary)

time-a.nist.gov* UDP 123 NTP server (secondary)

Note: * NTP servers and ports are user-configurable; default values are shown here.
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Configure WebPulse
WebPulse is a service provided by Symantec that receives URL identification requests and responds with the IDs
of the category, application, and/or operation associated with theURL. WhenWebPulse is enabled, you will have
the ability to:

n create classes based on specific URL categories, and PacketShaper will then classify web traffic that
corresponds to each of these categories into the appropriate class

n auto-discover category classes (youmust first create an "all categories" class and enable class discovery)

n create classes based on specific web applications and operations

n auto-discover web application classes

TheWebPulse URL database is either in the cloud or stored locally on the appliance. Note that the option for a
locally stored database is available only on PS-S500 appliances usingWebPulse Express (see setup webpulse
express).

To perform this task fromPolicyCenter, youmust first select a unit or draft
configuration draft in theConfigurations window. Then select the Setup tab from the
right pane of this window, and proceed to step 2 of the procedure below.

To configureWebPulse:

1. Click the Setup tab.

2. Choose theWebPulse setup page.

3. ForWebPulse, select on.
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4. (Optional). Select which categories you want to auto-discover.

5. Click apply changes.

Additional Information

n By default, PacketShaper auto-discovers category classes after it sees one flow for the category in a one-
minute time interval. This threshold is user configurable via theURL Categories system variable.

n If you have secured the PacketShaper's outside interface, theWebPulse feature requires that you add
WebPulse servers to the exception list. In addition to the servers listed on "PacketShaper Port and URL
Usage " on page 16, be sure to add the fastest WebPulse service points (use the setup webpulse show
service CLI command to find the IP addresses).

n Although you can create URL category and web application classes whenWebPulse is disabled, there
won't be any classification into these classes until you enableWebPulse.

n If WebPulse is disabled, PacketShaper does not look up URLs in theWebPulse cloud, in theURL cache, or
in theWebPulse Express local database.
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Manually Update the WebPulse Maps
PacketShaper usesmapping files to integratewithWebPulse, to identify URL category names, web application
names, and operation names. TheWebPulsemaps support the following features:

n URL categorization: The category map associates URL category nameswith numeric IDs. PacketShaper
refers to themap to look up the category name afterWebPulse has assigned a category ID to a flow.

n Web application identification: Theweb applicationmap associates web application nameswith
numeric IDs, and lists the operation IDs applicable to the application. PacketShaper refers to themap to
look up the application name afterWebPulse has assigned an application ID to a flow. In addition,
PacketShaper uses themap to determinewhich operations are applicable to an application, for example,
to create a class for a specific operation for a web application (such as Facebook-Post_Messages, Gmail-
Upload_Attachment).

When you enableWebPulse, the latest maps are automatically downloaded to your PacketShaper. Thereafter,
PacketShaper automatically downloads themap files every day and after a device reset, regardless of whether
the files have changed or not. If you want to make sure your PacketShaper has the latest WebPulsemaps, you
can use theupdate now button on theWebPulse setup page.

To perform this task fromPolicyCenter, youmust first select a unit or draft
configuration draft in theConfigurations window. Then select the Setup tab from the
right pane of this window, and proceed to step 2 of the procedure below.

Tomanually update theWebPulsemaps:

1. Click the Setup tab.

2. Choose theWebPulse setup page.

The version of theWebPulsemaps are displayed, as well as the date of the last download. For example:
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URL CategoriesMap: Version 8, Oct 10, 2014 09:49:10
Web ApplicationMap: Oct 10, 2014 009:49:10

3. Click update now.

Themap files are downloaded, replacing the current files (even if the files haven't changed). The version
numberwill change if applicable and the time stampwill reflect the date and time the file was updated.

Note: The Categoriesmap version is incremented when a category has been added,
renamed, or deleted.
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View Lists of Web Applications and Operations
To determinewhich web applications and operationsWebPulse can identify, go to theWebPulse setup screen.
You can create traffic classes for any of these applications and operations, or if traffic discovery andWebPulse
are both enabled, PacketShaper will auto-discover these applications.

To perform this task fromPolicyCenter, youmust first select a unit or draft
configuration draft in theConfigurations window. Then select the Setup tab from the
right pane of this window, and proceed to step 2 of the procedure below.

1. Click the Setup tab.

2. From the list of setup pages, selectWebPulse. TheWebPulse setup page appears.
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3. Click the next to View Web Applications & Operations. TheWeb Applications are listed.

4. To seewhich operations are applicable to an application, click the next to the application name. The
applicable operations are listed below the application.

5. To list the applications that are associated with a particular operation:

a. For Search by, select Operation.

b. In the text box, type the operation (such as upload). The list is then filtered by the specified
operation, displaying only the applications that can be classified by that operation.

c. To remove the search filter, click .

6. To search for a specific application:

a. For Search by, select Application.

b. In the text box, type the application (such as LinkedIn). Only the specified application is displayed in
the list.

c. To remove the search filter, click .
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Additional Information

n Web applications that WebPulse can identify are also listed on the Services drop-down on theNew Traffic
Class page; they aremixed in with other PacketShaper classification services. See "Classify Web
Applications" (Advanced UI, Sky).

n Operations are also listed on theOperations drop-downwhen creating a class.
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Classify Web Applications
By using theWebPulse cloud service, PacketShaper can expand its classification capabilities to include over 100
web applications, such as Facebook, Gmail, LinkedIn, Twitter, and Flickr. In addition to classifying by web
application, you can classify by specific web operations (such as Download Attachment, Play Video, and Send
Email). Thus, you can create the following types of classes:

n A specific web application for any operation (Service=Facebook, Operation=any)

n A specific operation for any web application (Operation=Upload Pictures, Service=any)

n A specific web application for a specific operation (Service=Facebook, Operation=Upload Pictures)

You canmanually create classes based on web applications and operations, or you can have PacketShaper
autodiscover theweb applications.

Manually Creating Web Application Classes

To perform this task fromPolicyCenter, youmust first select a unit or draft
configuration draft in theConfigurations window. Then select theClass Tree tab
from the right pane of this window, and proceed to step 2 of the procedure below.

To create aweb application class:

1. Click theManage tab.

2. In the left window pane, select the class or folder (such as Inbound) that will be the parent of the class you
are about to define.

3. Click class and select add.

4. In theName field, type a descriptive name (up to 31 characters; hyphens, underscores, and periods are
acceptable).

5. To classify by a particular web application, choose the Service from the drop-down list.
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6. (Optional) To classify by a specific web operation (such as Download Attachment), choose theOperation
from the drop-down list. If you selected aweb application for the Service in the previous step, theOperation
drop-downwill list only the operations that are applicable to that application.

7. Click add class.

8. Make sureWebPulse is enabled.

Autodiscovering Web Applications
Assuming traffic discovery andWebPulse are both enabled, PacketShaper automatically discovers web
applications and creates classes for them in the traffic tree.

To autodiscover web applications:

1. Make sure global traffic discovery is enabled.

2. Make sureWebPulse is enabled.

Additional Information

n Although you can createweb application classes whenWebPulse is disabled, therewon't be any
classification into these classes until you enableWebPulse.

n Web operations cannot be autodiscovered.

27
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Create a Web Application Class in Sky UI
By using theWebPulse cloud service, PacketShaper can expand its classification capabilities to include over 100
web applications, such as Facebook, Gmail, LinkedIn, Twitter, and Flickr. In addition to classifying by web
application, you can classify by specific operations (such as Download Attachment, Play Video, and Send Email).
Thus, you can create the following types of classes:

n A specific web application for any operation (Service=Facebook, Operation=any)

n A specific operation for any web application (Operation=Upload Pictures, Service=any)

n A specific web application for a specific operation (Service=Facebook, Operation=Upload Pictures)

To create aweb application class:

1. Click the Traffic Management tab. The class tree appears in the upper pane.

2. In the class tree, select the parent class for your new class (such as Root).

3. Click the Policy Manager icon. The Policy Manager appears in the lower pane.

4. Select theClass Operations tab.

5. Click Add Class.

6. In theName field, type a name for theweb application class (up to 31 characters; hyphens, underscores, and
periods are acceptable).

7. In theMatching Rule Criteria form, select Service/Group.

8. To classify by a particular web application, choose the Service from the drop-down list.

9. (Optional) To classify by a specific web operation (such as Download Attachment), choose theOperation
from the drop-down list. If you selected aweb application for the Service in the previous step, theOperation
drop-downwill list only the operations that are applicable to that application.

10. Click Apply.

11. Make sureWebPulse is enabled.
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